Television Academy
2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Special
Emmy(s) to eligible producer(s) NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN TEN achievements in this category that
you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than ten votes in this category will void all votes in
this category.)

001

ANNIE: It's The Hard-Knock Life, From Script To Stage
June 28, 2013
A behind-the-scenes look at producing a Broadway show through the staging of one song. The film follows
the choreographer, set designer, costume designer, and orphans as they stage "It's the Hard Knock Life" for
the 2013 Tony-nominated revival of "Annie."

002

Betty White Goes Wild!
December 3, 2013
We take a rare look into one of Betty White’s true passions – big cats! White weaves her natural wit as we
look at big cats’ individual behavioral traits and learn where they live, how many are left in the wild and the
challenges they face.

003

Beyond The Headlines: The Gabby Douglas Story
February 1, 2014
In this one-hour special, we'll get the inside look at Gabby Douglas' life as a 16-year-old, two-time Olympic
gold medalist and national phenomenon who became the first African American to win All-Around gold in
gymnastics.

004

Bridegroom
October 27, 2013
BRIDEGROOM follows the emotional journey of two young men whose committed same-sex relationship
was cut tragically short. The story of what happened after this accidental death–of how people without the
legal protections of marriage can find themselves completely shut out and ostracized–opens a window onto
the issue of marriage equality.

005

Broadway Idiot
May 8, 2014
BROADWAY IDIOT goes behind the Broadway curtain with punk rock star Billie Joe Armstrong as he
endeavors to turn his hit album, American Idiot, into a Broadway musical.

006

Calling My Children
May 7, 2014
CALLING MY CHILDREN is an portrayal of the effects of love and loss on one family’s struggle for unity.
Spanning 20 years, CALLING MY CHILDREN illuminates the emotions and development of a family coming
to terms with illness, loss, and healing.
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007

Ceasefire Massacre (30 For 30 Soccer Stories)
April 29, 2014
On June 18th, 1994, as Ireland played in a World Cup match in Giants Stadium, two masked gunmen
attacked fans at a bar in Northern Ireland. Ireland's unlikely World Cup win was tarnished with tragedy.
Decades later, family members still wonder about the attackers and what the government really knew.

008

Dancing At Jacob's Pillow: Never Stand Still (Great Performances)
July 26, 2013
Legendary dancers and choreographers appear alongside new innovators to reveal the passion and
discipline of the world of dance while chronicling the inspirational story of America’s oldest dance festival.

009

The Dave Clark Five And Beyond: Glad All Over (Great Performances)
April 8, 2014
At the forefront of 1964's “British Invasion” was The Dave Clark Five, leading the charge of a rock & roll
revolution that changed the world. The band’s story is recounted in rare archival footage and interviews with
Paul McCartney, Bruce Springsteen, Elton John, Whoopi Goldberg, and many more.

010

Deadliest Catch: Legend Of The Northwestern
April 29, 2014
For decades, Captain Sig Hansen has run the Northwestern the Norwegian way with his brothers at his side.
As Edgar steps up to captain the boat’s salmon operation, the Hansen brothers reflect on the legacy their
father bestowed on them, and if it’s a future they want for their children.

011

Driven To Ride
November 24, 2013
Since the 1870s women have been Driven to Ride… Two-wheeled vehicles gave women a first real taste of
the wild thrill found in unfettered mobility. Victorian Age corsets and billowing skirts were set aside as riding
unleashed the power hidden within and the freedom to give that power pursuit.

012

Esquire's 80th
September 23, 2013
For the past 80 years, “Esquire” has explored the evolution of popular culture through its coverage of politics,
war, fame, women, sports, technology, and style. On-camera commentators include many of the significant
creators and subjects who have contributed to the magazine over the years.
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013

Herblock: The Black & The White
January 27, 2014
Jon Stewart, Gwen Ifill, Tom Brokaw, Jules Feiffer and Lewis Black tell the tale of the man Ted Koppel called
“the most feared cartoonist in the country.” For 55 years at the Washington Post, Herbert Block challenged
the high and the mighty while always “watching out for the little guy.”

014

I Am Britney Jean
December 22, 2013
The special chronicles Britney Spears’s journey to her highly anticipated "Britney: Piece of Me" show in Las
Vegas. Premiering just five days in advance of opening night, I AM BRITNEY JEAN offers a look at one of
the most overexposed yet under revealed stars of today.

015

Instruments Of Change
January 25, 2014
How the performing arts helped integrate Miami and revitalize the city's decaying downtown.

016

JFK (American Experience)
November 11, 2013 - November 12, 2013
Beginning with Kennedy's childhood years as the privileged by sickly second son of one of the wealthiest
men in America, this biography explores his early political career as a lackluster congressman, his
successful Senate run, and the game-changing presidential campaign that made him the youngest elected
president in U.S. history.

017

Life After Anna Nicole: The Larry & Danielynn Story
November 11, 2013
The death of international celebrity phenom Anna Nicole Smith and the subsequent custody battle over her
daughter Dannielynn made headlines around the globe. Six years later, Dannielynn’s father, Larry Birkhead,
opens up exclusively about his life now and the decisions he must make regarding his family’s future.

018

Mad Dog: Inside The Secret World Of Muammar Gaddafi
April 11, 2014
No other dictator so cannily combined the lure of oil and the implied threat of terror to turn Western powers
into cowed appeasers. Muammar Gaddafi's story is a study in the exercise of absolute power, told not by
politicians but by those who directly served the late Libyan leader.
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019

Made In America
October 11, 2013
Headlined, envisioned and curated by JAY Z, MADE IN AMERICA is an all-access backstage pass to the
festival of the same name and to the success stories of the chart-topping artists, fans, vendors, stage hands
and neighbors whose lives were impacted by the event.

020

The Making Of Sound Of Music Live!
November 24, 2013
Viewers get a glimpse behind the scenes of "The Sound of Music Live!" From the nationwide casting call to
discover the seven von Trapp children, to building of sets, and 40-piece orchestra recording the soundtrack,
the documentary provides a front row seat to the creation of the live event.

021

Miley: The Movement
October 2, 2013
In this documentary, Miley Cyrus sheds her teenage image while embracing music full time and embodying
a creative young woman in a period of radical self-discovery who still inspires legions of admirers.

022

MITT
January 24, 2014
MITT provides a behind-the-scenes look at a candidate running for the presidency.

023

The Opposition (30 For 30 Soccer Stories)
April 22, 2014
In the wake of the 1973 military coup in Chile, the National Stadium was turned into a detention camp. Despite
protests, FIFA's own investigation, and the Soviet's eventual boycott, the Chilean team still "played" the
game as planned, qualifying for the 1974 World Cup on a goal-scored against no one.

024

Our America With Lisa Ling - Special Report: God And Gays
June 20, 2013
In this special, journalist Lisa Ling digs into the secret history of the controversial "ex-gay" organization
Exodus International and reveals the latest - and perhaps last - chapter of Exodus.

025

Paycheck To Paycheck: The Life And Times Of Katrina Gilbert
March 17, 2014
A portrait of one family coping with the financial and emotional stresses of poverty, PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK follows a year in the life of Katrina Gilbert, a 30-year-old single working mother of three, earning
just above the minimum wage as a certified nursing assistant and barely making ends meet.
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026

Pop Innovators: will.i.am
July 14, 2013
POP INNOVATORS: will.i.am tells the story of seven-time Grammy Award-winning musician and creative
innovator will.i.am. This special is told in the star’s own words.

027

The Price Of Gold (30 For 30)
January 16, 2014
Tonya Harding recalls allegations of her involvement in the saga that captured the attention of the world 20
years ago in The Price of Gold. This film will explore how much did Harding really know.

028

Quality Balls - The David Steinberg Story
February 3, 2014
A look at the controversial career of legendary comedian David Steinberg. From Yeshiva to Second City to
"Johnny Carson's Tonight Show" and cancellation of "The Smothers Brothers;" to Nixon's Enemies List to
directing Newhart, "Mad About You," "Seinfeld" and "Curb Your Enthusiasm" among others.

029

Running From Crazy
April 27, 2014
Hailed as one of the most distinguished families in American literature, the Hemingways have always
exposed their brilliance while living in the shadows of emotional struggle. RUNNING FROM CRAZY focuses
on Mariel Hemingway, granddaughter of legendary writer Ernest, as she explores her family's disturbing
history of mental illness and suicide.

030

Schooled: The Price Of College Sports
October 16, 2013
A hard-hitting examination of the NCAA’s treatment of its athletes and amateurism in collegiate athletics;
weaving interviews, archival and verité footage to tell a story of how college sports became a billion dollar
industry built on the backs of athletes who are deprived of numerous rights.

031

Seduced And Abandoned
October 21, 2013
Director James Toback and actor Alec Baldwin worked their way through the 2012 Cannes Film Festival
attempting to secure financing for a proposed film project. This cinematic romp captures the tug-of-war
between the eternal dream of creating pure art and the bracing reality of modern movie-making.

032

The Short Game
December 12, 2013
The documentary follows eight amazingly self-motivated children who simultaneously pursue both friendship
and first place as they train for and compete in the World Championship of Junior Golf.
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033

The Sixties: The Assassination Of President Kennedy
November 8, 2013
Told exclusively through the television coverage of the day, without narration, THE ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT KENNEDY immerses the viewer in a visceral, real-time experience of that fateful weekend in
Dallas that left an indelible mark on the decade.

034

Snapped: Jodi Arias
December 15, 2013 - December 16, 2013
SNAPPED: JODI ARIAS delves into the murder of Travis Alexander. Through firsthand accounts and
never-before-seen interviews, the special steps through the entire case, starting with the couple’s deadly
love affair to the media frenzy surrounding the trial, all of which led to Arias' first-degree murder conviction.

035

The Square
January 17, 2014
As the Egyptian Revolution unfolds, this documentary immerses the viewer in the intense emotional drama of
young people on the streets of Cairo claiming their rights and creating a society of conscience.

036

Sunset Strip
August 16, 2013
The 100 Year History Of The Loudest Street On The Planet, SUNSET STRIP. 10 Blocks, 10 Decades, 1
Strip.

037

Teach
September 6, 2013
Offering a glimpse inside four public school classrooms, the film follows the struggles and triumphs of
America’s education system through the eyes, minds and hearts of its most essential resource: teachers.

038

WEED 2: Cannabis Madness: Dr. Sanjay Gupta Reports
March 11, 2014
Sparking a national debate with his documentary Weed, and op-ed "Why I changed my mind on weed,"
Gupta delves deeper in WEED 2. Investigating the tug of war between the U.S. government that considers
marijuana illegal and dying patients who say it's a lifesaver leading states to legalize medical marijuana.

039

Whale Wars: A Commander Rises
December 13, 2013
Chronicles the Sea Shepherds' 2012 mission that’s in peril before it begins. Captain Watson is forced to step
down just as the fledgling armada leaves for the Southern Ocean. Who will take the leadership mantle and
guide the group as they embark on their dangerous mission to stop illegal whaling?
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040

Whoopi Goldberg Presents Moms Mabley
November 18, 2013
Often referred to as “the funniest woman in the world,” the iconic African-American standup comedienne
Jackie “Moms” Mabley broke racial and sexual boundaries and continues to inspire comedians to this day.

End of Category
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041

American Masters
Illuminate the lives and creative journeys of our nation's most enduring artistic giants, these individually
crafted programs reflect the particular style and attention each subject deserves, capture the extraordinary
mosaic of our creative heritage and broaden appreciation for our nation's traditions and character.

042

Beyond Scared Straight
BEYOND SCARED STRAIGHT follows derailed, defiant and disrespectful teens as they enter immersive jail
programs aimed at deterring them from a life of crime.

043

COSMOS: A SpaceTime Odyssey
Hosted by astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, COSMOS explores how we discovered the laws of nature
and found our coordinates in space and time. It brings to life never-before-told stories of the quest for
knowledge and transports viewers to new worlds.

044

Dangerous Grounds
Todd Carmichael and his cameraman "Hollywood" trek to dangerous places hunting rare coffees for clients
like Mario Batali, Chef Jean-Georges and Four Seasons Hotels. But on the backroads of Uganda,
Guatamala and Myanmar things never go as planned and the duo must adapt to avoid paying the ultimate
price.

045

Live From The Artists Den
LIVE FROM THE ARTISTS DEN is a music television series that features popular recording artists
performing in non-traditional, often historic settings throughout North America.

046

Making Stuff II (Nova)
Tech guru David Pogue brings his trademark humor and zest for discovery on a quest to find the latest
technologies inspired by living things. From flying swarms of robots to super-strong hagfish slime, scientists
and engineers are creating new machines and materials inspired by nature to make tomorrow's “stuff” wilder.

047

Pioneers Of Television
Jerry Seinfeld, Bob Newhart, Bill Cosby, Roseanne Barr, Ray Romano, Tim Allen, Robin Williams, Whoopi
Goldberg, Dick Van Dyke and Cloris Leachman are among the headliners who star in this season of
Pioneers. Television today stands on the shoulders of these giants—this series captures the legacy of their
talent.

048

Russell Peters Vs. The World
Russell Peters travels the world in this four-part documentary series that provides a behind-the-scenes look
at the funnyman on tour, culminating with him taking the stage in Sydney for a performance that could make or
break his career.
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049

The Tanning of America: One Nation Under Hip Hop
Based on the book “The Tanning of America,” this documentary presents an examination of hip-hop culture
as a movement whose profound influence in music, film, television, fashion, business and politics eventually
paved the way for the election of Barack Obama.

050

Time Of Death
TIME OF DEATH offers an unflinching look at people facing their own mortality. Cameras follow these brave
individuals as they live out the end of their lives, supported by family, friends and dedicated hospice workers
who gently guide the process.

051

Unsung Hollywood
This documentary series profiles talented, influential black celebrities from Hollywood movies, television,
comedy, and sports. The series features in-depth personal interviews with the talent as well as their family
members, friends, industry associates, fellow entertainers and various cultural commentators.

052

Unsung
A music documentary series that sheds light on some of the most influential, talented and, somehow,
forgotten R&B, soul, hip hop and funk artists of the last 30 years.

053

The World Wars
We may know them now as WWI and WWII, but the two fights are part of one struggle—one war that
transformed ordinary soldiers into extraordinary leaders; men who would determine the fate of their
countries—and define the future of mankind.

054

Years Of Living Dangerously
YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY explores the human impact of climate change. From the damage
wrought by Hurricane Sandy to the upheaval caused by drought in the Middle East, it combines the
storytelling styles of Hollywood movie makers with the reporting expertise of Hollywood's brightest stars and
today's most respected journalists.

End of Category
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